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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known,) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Maine State Building from the Columbian Expos/tion in Chicago 
now stands on the grounds of tl>e famed Poland Spring House summer resort. 
Designed in 1891 by Charles SC Frost, the pavillion is a decorative example 
of the Queen/fnne style. ^

The building is octagonal. It has a gray granite foundation and 
first story which are executed in rough stone. Like the other materials 
in the structure, the granite is native to Maine. It came from several 
quarries and was treated in different ways to exhibit how it could be 
dressed. The first story facade is approached by a short, broad finished 
granite stairway. Across the front is a series of three pointed arches 
supported by two freestanding columns in center and a semi-detached column 
at either side. The columns have gray granite bases, polished pink granite 
shafts, and ornamentally carved gray granite capitals. Beyond the arched 
col unmade is an open loggia. The wall behind the loggia is divided into 
five bays, all of which display richly panelled wood. The central bay 
has a double entrance door with sidelights. On either side is an arched 
plaque giving the building's history and at either end is a window en 
framed in paneling.

The two granite walls at either side of the facade are identical. 
The base is made of cobblestones, while the remainder of the wall is com 
prised of rough granite blocks. Into each of these walls is set four 
identical windows, each having a large rectangular section at the bottom 
and a small rectangular section at the top divided by a course of granite.

Beyond the two walls immediately at either side of the facade are 
two walls which contain side entrances. Each entrance has a central 
doorway with a semi-detached column and a larger rectangular window on 
either side. Above the door and each of the two windows is a small rec 
tangular window. The two walls beyond the side entrances are identical 
to that at either side of the facade. The rear wall is identical to the 
side entrance walls.

The second story of the Maine Building is constructed of wood. The 
facade and the sections over the side and rear entrances are comprised of 
large projecting open porches with a series of windows on the back wall 
of each. The porch balconies are ornamented with decorative carved panels 
The central panel on the facade bears the name "Maine", while the other 
panels display a diamond design surrounded by foliage. At each of the 
four corners of the building is a projecting wooden turrent which is part 
of both the second and third stories. Each turret has two windows on the 
second story and three on the third. The turrets also share the charac 
teristic of being ornamented with bands of wooden paneling, some of which 
have a half timbered effect found in Queen Anne style architecture. The 
turrets have cone shaped roofs which are slate covered.

The third story is contained within the large slate covered octagonal 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

In 1892, an International Exposition was opened in Chicago to cele 
brate the 400th anniversary of the discovery of America by Christopher 
Columbus. Maine's response to the Columbian Exposition was an irregularly 
shaped Queen Apfie type structure the shape of which was dictated by the 
irregular lot assigned to it on the far eastern end of the exposition.

The architect chosen for the building was a Lewiston, Maine native 
by the name of Charles Summer Frost who had achieved a national reputa 
tion for his buildings in Chicago.

When its role as the Maine Exposition building had ended it was 
decided that it would be an advantage to the granite and slate industries 
of Maine to donate the building as a permanent fixture to the city of 
Chicago. The park commission subsequently informed the Maine representa 
tives that all buildings in that section of the park were to be removed.

At this point several parties made offers to purchase the building. 
The committee considered all proposals and decided to sell the building 
to Hiram Ricker and Sons who were the owners of the celebrated Poland 
Spring summer resort at Poland Springs, Maine. The Rickers paid $30,000 
for the building and it cost them approximately $5,000 to move it to 
Poland Springs. A sixteen car train was hired and the building was loaded 
piece by piece. It was finally reconstructed in front of an oak grove 
beside the Grand Hotel at Poland Spring. On July 1, 1895, the building 
was dedicated as a library and arts building and thereafter advertised 
as an additional attraction to this famous watering place of the turn of 
the century leisure class.

The building stands empty today although still in its original con 
dition. With the great Poland Spring House and the rolling hills of 
Androscoggin County as a backdrop, the Maine State Building is a rare 
survivor because it was brought back to Maine for a second life as a 
cultural center for those who took the waters at Poland Spring. It is 
ironic that its second career would be cut short by the technological 
advance it was built to commemorate, for the development of the automobile 
would eventually spell the doom of Poland Springs itself.
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7. DESCRIPTION

roof. A dormer window is found on the front, side and rear sections of the 
roof, while the corner sections contain large glass skylights. At the peak 
of the roof is a small wooden octagonal tower supported by brackets and open 
on all sides. Its slate covered octagonal roof ends in a peak with a flag 
pole.

The interior of the Maine Building is centrally planned with an open 
octagonal rotunda which extends from the first to the third floors. On the 
first floor, entrance halls come from the front, sides, and rear of the 
building, while reading and reception rooms are located at the corners. The 
space on the second floor is open and was used at the World's Fair for dis 
plays about Maine. The space on the third floor is also open and functioned 
as an art gallery with an elaborate glass ceiling lighted by the skylights 
in the roof. Highly ornamental Colonial Revival woodwork is found through 
out the building.

The Maine State Building is a rare surviving example of a pavillion 
from one of the great nineteenth century expositions. Its unusual design 
and its rich materials suggested that it be preserved in the 1890's, and it 
has been treasured in the ensuing decades.
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